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	Bayesian Analysis of Stochastic Process Models (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics), 9780470744536 (0470744537), John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Bayesian analysis of complex models based on stochastic processes has in recent years become a growing area. This book provides a unified treatment of Bayesian analysis of models based on stochastic processes, covering the main classes of stochastic processing including modeling, computational, inference, forecasting, decision making and important applied models.


	Key features:

	
		Explores Bayesian analysis of models based on stochastic processes, providing a unified treatment.
	
		Provides a thorough introduction for research students.
	
		Computational tools to deal with complex problems are illustrated along with real life case studies
	
		Looks at inference, prediction and decision making.



	Researchers, graduate and advanced undergraduate students interested in stochastic processes in fields such as statistics, operations research (OR), engineering, finance, economics, computer science and Bayesian analysis will benefit from reading this book. With numerous applications included, practitioners of OR, stochastic modelling and applied statistics will also find this book useful.
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ADSL Standards, Implementation, and Architecture (Advanced and Emerging Communications Technologies Series)CRC Press, 1999
With its promise of high speed Internet access, Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) techniques are now making their way out of the laboratory and into the general consumer market. This creates the need for telecommunications professionals to have not just an awareness of the technology, but an in-depth understanding of its workings, its...

		

Matplotlib Plotting CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	This book follows a cookbook style approach that puts orthogonal and non-redundant recipes in your hands. Rather than rehashing the user manual, the explanations expose the underlying logic behind Matplotlib.

	

	If you are an engineer or scientist who wants to create great visualizations with Python, rather than yet another...


		

Surveillance and Threat Detection: Prevention versus MitigationButterworth-Heinemann, 2014

	Surveillance and Threat Detection offers readers a complete understanding of the terrorist/criminal cycle, and how to interrupt that cycle to prevent an attack.


	Terrorists and criminals often rely on pre-attack and pre-operational planning and surveillance activities that can last a period of weeks, months, or even years....





	

Energy and Climate: How to achieve a successful energy transitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Despite global concerns over dwindling resources, climate change and carbon dioxide emissions, fossil fuels still account for more than 80% of the world’s energy demands. As resources diminish and demand increases from rapidly developing nations such as China and India, the threat to both our environment and the security of our energy...


		

Handbook of Service Description: USDL and Its MethodsSpringer, 2012

	The Handbook of Service Description introduces an in-depth overview of service description efforts. The book also highlights the recent Unified Service Description Language (USDL) in detail and discusses its methods.


	The Handbook of Service Description is the normative scientific reference for the upcoming standardization of the...


		

Agile and Lean Service-Oriented Development: Foundations, Theory, and PracticeIGI Global, 2012

	Challenges in unpredictable markets, changing customer requirements, and advancing information technologies have lead to progression towards service oriented engineering and agile and lean software development. These prevailing approaches to software systems provide solutions to challenges in demanding business environments.
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